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Holiday Greetings 
 And so we come to the end of one journey and embark upon another … 

Who knows what the new year will bring for our adventurers? 

 It’s always sad, in a way, to see the close of the year. Once Autumn comes 

about, it seems we get restless as more events rise on the calendar. Almost every 

weekend is filled with multiple happenings, so it becomes hard to decide whether to 

take a day trip to one location or enjoy a weekend of camping and chivalric fighting at 

another. Should the intent to join Feast be made, or should good old staples of hot 

dogs and lunch meat be relied on instead? There’s campfires for cozying up to as the 

weather drops and, if you’re lucky, a crowd around it who welcomes bards to join the 

fun.  

 The start of the year brings more, however. It brings a promise of things to 

come - new friends, new plans, new events. A brand new tent or bed, or new blankets 

to replace those that have been worn out and hold onto that campfire smell. A new 

face who is eager to try their hand at combat and is in need of armor, or may be 

bringing a new skill that others haven’t seen or tried before.  

 We leave 2017 behind us with fond memories, along with the proud recogni-

tion that we are no longer incipient, but a full shire in standing yet again. We greet 

2018 with new lords and ladies in our shire, and with recognition long deserved for 

older members. 2018 will introduce new plans, whether they be rebuilding our meet-

ing point with Lord Walter and Lady Emma’s plans in place, or creating new armor 

for the fighters who come forward. It’s time to embrace 2017 with its warmth and 

comfort, say a final farewell as this month passes swiftly by, and then open our arms 

to accept what 2018 will bring. Let us hope that most of what it does bring is positive. 

 

  Aine ingen Oitir 



 

WAR OF 

THE RAMS 

Fighters push into the opposing side, hoping to gain ground. This was part of the first round of chival-

ric tournaments on Saturday. Kilian MacRaith, Joseph of Graywood, Nicholas Sutton, Amaris Marinaro, 

Henry Wulfsige, and Gorick MacRaith of Graywood all took part in the melees through the day. 

Left Picture: The Three Warriors—Gorick MacRaith, Henry Wulfsige, and Joseph of Graywood inspect 

their gear before they take part in the first set of chivalric melees. 

Right Picture: The Shieldmaidens—Amaris Marinaro, Sarah Bellian, and Clara of Bjornsberg take a mo-

ment to relax and give a smile to Wiwaz the photographer before surely taking him out. 



Left: Kilian MacRaith goes 

for a kill shot in the Tour-

nament for Children. 

Right: Kilian MacRaith 

accepts a hug for winning 

the tournament for his 

young lady, Claudia Ma-

rie de Granada. 

 
Photographer: Wiwaz 

Left: Faith and James Parrish pose together. Center: Julian Parrish and friend Alex enjoy a reprieve at Camp Graywood. Right: Joseph of 

Graywood accepts a favor from young Bryce Parrish for the Tournament of Children. Photographer: Lynn Parrish 

Left: Alaric Cain (in black) speaks with young Elvin O’Fox over matters of the battlefield while Kilian MacRaith stands at arms beside Claudia 

Maria de Granada and her parents Angelica Catalina-Veronica de Catalana and Mikolos de Nipgrip. Center: His Majesty stands with shield and 

sword, waiting for lay on to be called. Right: Kilian MacRaith stands beside James Parrish in court as he is presented an award.  

Photographers: Wiwaz (left and center) and Lynn Parrish (right) 



A Tale  of  Liv ing to F ight, And then F ight ing  to l ive. By Mike l  De’Saugnier  

 This tale begins on a warm September morn when the 

fighters were pursued and ready for battle. Their armor in pristine 

condition, their weapons honed, they were ready to fight. The first 

round of the tournament went off without a hitch. Great fights were 

to be had. The victors advanced and the defeated withdrew to lick at 

their wounds—they had to prepare for battle again in order to regain 

their name and prove their greatness for the nobility and royalty 

present.  

 One of the victors greatly known as Da, patriarch of Clan 

MacRaith, came off the battlefield to enjoy the refreshments of the 

victor and prepare himself for the next great fight. He stood there 

taking a cool drink, talking among his fellow warriors when the 

greatest Fight to Live took place. 

 Da experienced what many people would call the Widow 

Maker; it is a silent heart attack. Many good gentiles rushed to his 

side along with many good chirurgeons who knew what to do to help 

revive this great and noble man. It was even heard by one as he 

rushed to Da’s side, “you know how ugly it is to see a fat man run.” 

We worked feverishly, making his heart work and giving him the 

very breath that he needed to sustain life until greater men could get 

to him and help in his fight for life. 

 Through the grace of the almighty Lord, he won that battle 

and lived to see another day—to walk among family and friends, and 

hopefully be able to fight upon that great battle field again. While in 

the hospital, it was told to me how he fought with staff and caregiv-

ers, even using the medicine poles as a sword and his walking device 

as a shield. He was ready to go home. He was ready to FIGHT once 

more. For once, he found someone who was more stubborn than 

himself, and that was his FAMILY. He taught them to be strong, and 

to fight what was right. That is what they did. They fought him to 

behave, a word that was not in his vocabulary. 

 It was told to me that Da once said the ultimate way for 

him to be called home to the Lord would be to be called while on 

the field of battle. Well, the Lord did just that and failed. Now that 

Da is amongst the living, he will have to find another way to go 

home—maybe as an OLD man, with many more years of life to fight 

for. 

 Keeping in the spirit of this great man, he once said, “I have 

won on the battlefield, and I have lost on the battlefield. I have lived 

a great life, and I have such a great family and so many friends. I am 

ever so thankful for things you all have done to preserve my life, to 

hopefully be able to LIVE to FIGHT again.” 

Fifty Shades of Graywood by Avice Emeny 

Hello, my little Graygooders,  
 Tis I, your nosy little magpie, come to share the glittering 
goods within my little nest. The beauty of winging about such a flock 
as ours is that I can pick such lovely prize eggs and share them 
with you all. I do hate to chirp about my own feathery friends, but 
sometimes the little bird has to open her beak and share all.  
 Shall we begin with our prestigious leader, Lord Walter 
Longstride? Now, he is a lovely man who is ready to great every-
one with a hug. Perhaps those long arms are meant to hide that his 
stride is not as long as his name insinuates? He has as average a 
stride as most men I have known. Perhaps if he were riled up, we 
would see how far his legs truly reach. Or perhaps it is his wife, 
the lovely Lady Emma, that causes those legs to reach at such a 
distance. Let us pause a moment to say that Lady Emma has quite 
a lovely plumage that shifts from the plumage of a peacock to the 
brightness of the sparrow to the demure of the bluebird. Methinks 
we have a secret chameleon-esque bird in our midst, my fine, 
feathery friends.  
 There is also the intriguing duo Kilian and Ronja 
MacRaith. These are two devout, ready fighters who bear names 
that tickle at their bloodthirsty nature. They tend to flash their claws 

eagerly when there is blood to be drawn. Has anyone noticed how 
his name starts with K-I-L and needs only a final L to complete 
the hidden truth of his real nature? As for Ronja, it surely is no 
coincidence that it sounds similar to Run-Ya. One must wonder if 
her middle name is Through.  
 And now, dear feathery friends, we have the greatest 
mystery of all to baffle over. Let us sweep our feathers throughout 
Graywood to stir up the mystery I speak of—after all, a bird-s 
eye view can be quite valuable. A certain Amazon whose name 
will not be given, but brings to mind a mare is known for having 
her guard pet settled outside of her camp. This pet, who seems to be 
a spry thing, may have a more ravenous appetite than people be-
lieve. It can surely be no coincidence that there were indications of 
cows in the field next to camp, seeing as there were multitudes of 
leavings. And yet no cows could be seen for many miles along the 
horizon. I am quite sure it was not my imagination that the horses 
also tended to shy away from this particular beast, hmmm? 
 I think I will just let these eggs drop as they are so we 
can see if we can make an interesting omelet from what is left 
behind, or if we instead find a big pile of messy, scrambled eggs. 
Until next time, my little magpies—Signed, Avice Emeny 



WE WISH A HAPPY BIRTHDAY  
TO THESE PEOPLE: 

 

December 8—lynn parrish 

December 13—cadwyn elizabeth 

December 13—Delphina de champeaux 
 December 20—cherise wulfsige 

 

 

SENESCHAL 

LORD WALTER THOMAS LONGSTRIDE 

/THOM BELMONT 

(LONGSTRIDEOFGRAYWOOD 

@GMAIL.COM) 

DEPUTY SENESCHALS 

RONJA MACRAITH / MELANIE SCOTT 

(RONJAMACRAITH@GMAIL.COM) 

LADY EMMA WIGHT / JANET BELMONT 

(JBELMONT55@GMAIL.COM) 

KNIGHT MARSHALL 

GORICK MACRAITH/MIKE MCNELLIS 

(STONEBEAR357@HOTMAIL.COM) 

DEPUTY KNIGHT MARSHALL 

KILIAN MACRAITH/J.D. SCOTT 

(KILIANOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM) 

AMARIS MARINARO/RUTH CANTU 

(AMARISOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM) 

EXCHEQUER 

RONJA MACRAITH / MELANIE SCOTT 

(RONJAMACRAITH@GMAIL.COM)DEPUTY  

EXCHEQUER 

LISETTE D’AMOUR/ALYSSA MINSHEW 

(LISETTEOFGRAYWOOD@YAHOO.COM 

 

CRY HERALD 

AUBREY ERICSDATTER 

(KINGDOM@CHRONICLER. 

ANSTEORRA.ORG) 

RESEARCH HERALD 

ELIZABETHE CADWYN/MARIAH LAMBARGE 

(ROKAOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM) 

SCRIBE 

ELIZABETHE CADWYN/MARIAH LAMBARGE 

(ELIZABETHEOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM) 

DEPUTY SCRIBE 

TBD 

HOSPITALER 

MILES GREGORY CADWYN/ADAM BURKETT 

(HOSPITALLEROGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM) 

DEPUTY HOSPITALER 

LISETTE D’AMOUR/ALYSSA MINSHEW 

(LISETTEOFGRAYWOOD@YAHOO.COM) 

YOUTH MINISTER 

GEMMA LONGSTRIDE CADWYN/ 

JORDAN BRUNNER 

(GRAYWOODYOUTHMINISTER@GMAIL.COM) 

DEPUTY YOUTH MINISTER 

LYNN PARISH 

(GRAYWOODYOUTHMINISTER@GMAIL.COM) 

RAPIER MARSHALL 

TAKING APPLICATIONS 

MINISTER OF ARTS & SCIENCE 

ROSE HAWTHORNE/AMANDA HERON 

(ROSEOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM) 

PERFORMANCE DIRECTOR and 

DEPUTY ARTS AND SCIENCE MINISTER 

CHERISE/SHELBY WRIGHT 

(MAESTRAOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM) 

RAPIER MARSHALL 

TAKING APPLICATIONS 

(TBD) 

WEBMINISTER 

WIWAZ/CHARLES MILLER 

(GREYWOODWEBADMIN@GMAIL.COM) 

DEPUTY WEBMINISTER 

FEARGHUS HAWTHORNE/JIM HERON 

(THORNOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM) 

CHRONICLER OF GRAYWOOD 

IONA NIC OITIR/HEATHER MILLER 

(GRAYWINDNEWSLETTER@GMAIL.COM) 

DEPUTY CHRONICLER 

KILIAN MACRAITH/J.D. SCOTT 

(KILIANOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM) 

 

OFFICERS OF THE SHIRE OF GRAYWOOD 

Almondegas 
(15th Century Portugal) 

 
1 lb pork, minced/ground 
2 cups broth - beef stock 
1/2 tsp clove 
1/2 tsp ginger 
1/4 tsp salt 
2 hard cooked egg yolks 

wheat flour 
1 cup beef broth 
1/8 cup cheiro-verde* 
 

Mix cloves, ginger, salt, and ground 

saffron with pork. Divide pork into 

individual portions, about an inch in 

diameter. Flatten meat, and fill with 

broken egg yolk. Close the yolk into 

the meatball. Roll the meatballs in 

wheat flour.  

In a small pot, heat broth, butter, and 

cheiro-verde*. Cook the meatballs in 

the broth until done, about 10 

minutes. 

 

*Cheiro-verde is a herb mixture used 

in Spanish/Latin cooking. It consists of 

parsley and green onions chopped and 

added as seasoning. To mix, wash and 

chop fine, lay together on a paper tow-

el in your refrigerator for a week. 

MEDIEVAL RECIPES CORNER 



Medieval Christmas and Traditions by Aine ingen Oitir 

 As the European winter deepens the course of the 
sun gets nearer the southern horizon until it seems to stand still for a 
few days, before slowly rising again to usher in the spring. Ancient 
peoples were of course aware of this phenomenon and the Romans, 
from their words for 'sun' and 'stand still', called it solstitium, source 
of our word 'solstice'. By the Julian calendar, the system of months 
and days we still use (first devised in 46 BC on orders from Julius 
Caesar), the winter solstice was originally dated December 25th. 
 Christmas was an important time throughout medieval Eu-
rope, and many traditions developed during this period, some of 
which are still popular. Here are seven things you might see during 
Christmas in the Middle Ages, which range from cribs in Italy to 
trolls in Iceland. 
 The Christmas Feast – It is not surprising that food was a 
major part of a medieval Christmas. The holiday came during a peri-
od after the crops had been harvested and there would be little to do 
on a farm. If animals were not to be kept over the winter, now would 
also be a good time for them to be slaughtered for their food. This 
could leave a bounty of food that would make Christmas the perfect 
time to hold a feast.  
 England’s King John held a Christmas feast in 1213, and 
royal administrative records show that he was ordering large amounts 
of food. One order included 24 hogshead of wine, 200 head of pork, 
1,000 hens, 500 lbs of wax, 50 lbs of pepper, 2 lbs of saffron, 100 lbs 
of almonds, along other spices, napkins and linen. If that was not 
enough, the King also sent an order to the Sheriff of Canterbury to 
supply 10,000 salt eels.  
 Even at a slightly lower level of wealth the Christmas meal 
was still elaborate. Richard of Swinfield, Bishop of Hereford, invited 
41 guests to his Christmas feast in 1289. Over the three meals that 
were held that day, the guests ate two carcasses and three‑quarters of 
beef, two calves, four does, four pigs, sixty fowls, eight partridges, 
two geese, along with bread and cheese. No one kept track of how 
much beer was drank, but the guests managed to consume 40 gallons 
of red wine and another four gallons of white. 
 Feasts were also held among the peasants, and manorial 
customs sometimes revealed that the local lord would supply the 
people with special food for Christmas. For example, in the 13th 
century a shepherd on a manor in Somerset was entitled to a loaf of 
bread and a dish of meat on Christmas Eve, while his dog would get a 
loaf on Christmas Day. Another three tenants on the same manor 
would share two loaves of bread, a mess of beef and of bacon with 
mustard, one chicken, cheese, fuel for cooking and as much beer as 
they could drink during the day. 
 Yule Mumming from Scandinavia - From Christmas 
Eve until the Twelfth Night, young men in northern parts of Europe 
would go about in the middle of the night scaring people in the 
streets or in their farms. They would be wearing frightening masks, 
and would be “disguised according to the old fashion of the devil.” 
During these long, dark nights the young yule mummers would try to 
scare people by pretending to act like ghosts, trolls or other strange 
creatures.  
 During the 16th and 17th centuries, one can read about 
appearances from the Yule Goat, which would make “children still 
shake and quiver and are struck by a kind of panic fear.” Here is how 

one 17th century man described the Yule Goat:  
 The young man who manipulated the Yule‑goat had joined 
two poles in such a way the the upper end of one of them was provid-
ed with an oblong head looking like a goat. The jaws of this could 
open or close as he wished, and this made a terrible noise. And at the 
end of the other pole which served as the tail of the Yule‑goat he put 
jingling bells.  
 The young man was strong. He was covered in fur and he 
went inside the house and attacked every one of those present, shout-
ing as he did do. He demanded pieces of bread or cake or cheese and 
when he had received these he thanked those present by moving the 
tail of the Yule‑goat so that the bells jingled, but anyone who did not 
give him anything he attempted to hit with the pole that constituted 
the tail of the Yule‑goat. When this pantomime character had thus 
jumped around and greeted everyone seated around the table with 
ludicrous gestures, he hurried out jumping as if he was dancing.  
 The Christmas Bishop - In parts of Western Europe one 
finds reports of the election of boy bishops, often on December 28th, 
which marked the feasts of Holy Innocents massacred by King Herod. 
 In England the practice can be found dating back to the 
twelfth century, where boys were elected as bishops in churches or 
schools. The boy might be dressed up in vestments and would cele-
brate a mock mass that would include preaching a sermon. After-
wards he would go out in a procession, where he would receive gifts 
of money and food. Even the English kings would participate in the 
fun – Edward I had one boy bishop say vespers before him in 1299 
and his son Edward II awarded another boy bishop ten shillings in 
1316. 
 In mainland Europe the practice was a little different. One 
account from Denmark describes how someone became the bishop: 
 Christmas Bishop is the name of a young man who is conse-
crated bishop in a Christmas game which goes as follows: they place 
one from their own guild, that is to say the guild of unmarried peo-
ple, on a chair, blacken his face and put a stick in his mouth with a 
piece of candle on either end. Then the young men and women run 
around him in a circle and sign: ‘We consecrate a Christmas Bishop 
pro nobis”, and when this had been done three times he had been 
consecrated Christmas Bishop. 
 Of course, the Christmas Bishop had duties to perform: he 
“marries as many couples from the guild as he wants while making 
strange faces and speaking in a feigned voice, and then the married 
couples must offer something. Those offering something which is not 
good enough are hit by a bag filled with ashes that the Bishop has kept 
under his cape.” The marriages lasted one night – we are left to guess 
how the happy couples spent their Christmas honeymoon. 
 Dice‑playing & inter‑village football from France  
 On December 26, 1396, Jehan Werry, a cloth‑shearer, was 
in a tavern in the French town of Senlis when some of the people 
there convinced him to join in on their dice‑game, because “it was 
still Christmas.” Jehan played the game, but was blatantly cheated by 
the other players and lost five gold francs. Jehan compounded his 
mistake by trying to steal money from his cousin in order to recoup 
his losses.  
 In ‘Games in their Seasons’ Jean‑Michel Mehl notes that in 
medieval France two activities often happened around Christmas, one 



of which was was dice‑playing. Even King Charles VII (1422‑1461) 
was once coaxed “to play dice and to make merry with during the 
Feast of Christmas.” Although some French church officials tried to 
ban this game on Christmas Eve, the practice continued and seems to 
have been widely played. 
 Dice‑playing can also be seen in other parts of Europe. In 
the Kingdom of Castile laws from the 13th century onwards mention 
that the royal monopoly on gambling houses was suspended for 
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day. Meanwhile, in 1511 England’s 
King Henry VIII prohibited his servants from playing various games, 
including dice‑playing, but did allow them to play these games during 
the twelve days of Christmas. 
 Another popular Christmas past‑time in medieval France 
was the game of soule, which would happen once‑a‑year between 
neighbouring villages. Mehl explains “the game has many regional 
variations but is based on a very simple principle: two opposing 
teams compete for possession of a large block of wood or a 
moss‑filled leather ball, called the eteuf or pelote. It is propelled by 
being punched with the fist, kicked, or struck with curved sticks. In 
the course of these encounters, whose participants can be numbered 
in scores, all blows are allowed, which explains the large number of 
injuries or even fatalities involved and the consequent frequency with 
which this game figures in the letters or pardon.” 
 Presepi in Italy -  The tradition of creating a crib 
(creches) and Nativity scene has sometimes been traced to St. Francis 
of Assisi, who in 1223 constructed one in a cave in the town of Grec-
cio and held Christmas Eve mass and a nativity pageant there. Refer-
ences to the presepi date to 1272 in Rome and 1343 in Naples, with 
the practice spreading to other parts of Europe throughout the later 
Middle Ages.  
 Up to the sixteenth‑century the presepi would consist of 
three figures – the baby in the crib and two beasts who kept him 
warm. These were placed next to the altar where Mass was celebrat-
ed. By the end of the Middle Ages the figures of Mary and Joseph 
were introduced, and gradually the nativity scene became more com-
plex by adding the adoration of the shepherds, making some of the 
figures moveable and including music. 
 Christmas in a Medieval Court - During the reign of 
Galeazzo Maria Sforza (1466‑1476) Christmas was the most im-
portant date in the city‑state of Milan. Gregory Lubkin detailed how 
the Duke and the city prepared for the twelve days of Christmas, 
seven of which were official holidays. It was so important for the 
Duke that he sent out orders to all the minor nobles to spend Christ-
mas in Milan unless they were sick, along with courtiers, bureaucrats 
and foreign ambassadors. 
 As the Duke’s officials figured out the protocols and proper 
orders of having all these guests attending the festivities, the Duke 
himself went on a seasonal hiring spree, doubling the number of 
chamberlains in his service to 125, and increasing the number of 
court gentlemen from 24 to 100. Lubkin notes that other prepara-
tions included having “temporary kitchens were erected, table silver 
and other furnishings transferred from Pavia Castle, and necessities 
like wood, wax, wine, and bread collected in quantity.”  
 Various feasts and masses were held, including three masses 
that the Duke heard on Christmas Day in his own chapel. The high-
light of the festivities took place on December 24th, at a ceremony 
known as the Ciocco, which was held in the main hall of the Duke’s 
palace. “This ceremony was the Milanese  equivalent of the Yule 

Log,” writes Lubkin, “the log itself was garnished with fruits and 
foliage, among which juniper and laurel were particularly prominent. 
It was brought in at sunset, put in the fireplace, and set aflame to the 
jubilation of all. A banquet followed this ancient ritual of fire and 
renewal, which was repeated on 31 December.” 
 Having all these officials and ambassadors in one place also 
allowed some state business to be done, with various diplomatic ef-
forts a fixture over the period. This was also the season for marriages 
between the Sforza family and other Italian and European courts to 
be negotiated. However, the Duke himself was often spending his 
time either taking in various masses or indulging in games of skill or 
chance. On New Year’ Eve in 1471, during a lavish party the Duke 
commanded that all his guests to join him in gambling, even offering 
to lend money to those who could not afford the  stakes. 
 The Christmas of 1476 was held with much lower fanfare, 
as the Duke decided against hosting large gatherings because plague 
had recently been detected in Milan. Galeazzo was also worried that 
his own family was plotting against him, and had sent two of his 
brothers to France for the season. However, it was not his own fami-
ly he had to worry about, as three of his own officials decided to 
strike against their Duke. On December 26th, Galeazzo went with a 
small retinue to the Church of Santo Stefano to hear mass, when the 
three courtiers attacked him with knives and swords, stabbing him 
fourteen times. Duke Galeazzo Maria Sforza was killed instantly. 
 Christmas Trolls in Iceland - In medieval Iceland, the 
Christmas period would fall on the period when daylight would last 
only 4 to 5 hours, leaving for long and cold nights. It was also a time 
of danger, when evil creatures would wander the land. Icelandic 
sagas relate various strange events that happened during the Yule 
festival. In the Eyrbyggja Saga one farmer invited his neighbors to his 
Christmas feast, only to have several ghosts arrive, who would shake 
the mud off their clothes and spray the other guests with it. Those 
who tried to stop them would fall sick and die.  
 In Grettir’s Saga the danger came from Trolls, as this one 
story relates:  
 Yule was approaching. On the eve the shepherd went out 
with his sheep. The mistress said: “Now I hope that our former expe-
riences will not be repeated.” 
 “Have no fear for that, mistress,” he said. “There will be 
something worth telling of if I come not back.” 
 Then he went out to his sheep. The weather was rather 
cold and there was a heavy snowstorm. Thorgaut usually returned 
when it was getting dark, but this time he did not come. The people 
went to church as usual, but they thought matters looked very much 
as they did on the last occasion. The bondi wanted them to go out 
and search for the shepherd, but the churchgoers cried off, and said 
they were not going to trust themselves into the power of trolls in 
the night; the bondi would not venture out and there was no search. 
On Yule day after their meal they went out to look for the shepherd, 
and first went to Glam’s cairn, feeling sure that the shepherd’s disap-
pearance must be due to him. On approaching the cairn they saw an 
awful sight; there was the shepherd, his neck broken, and every bone 
in his body torn from its place. 
 By the later Middle Ages the stories and beliefs about Hul-
dufólk (Hidden people) were very common, and elves began to be 
associated with Christmas – they were said to be able to take over  a 
person’s house and hold wild parties with dancing. This folklore re-
mains popular in modern‑day Iceland.  



WINTER TRADITIONS’ BEGINNINGS  by Aine ingen Oitir 

 Many Pagan rituals and traditions have taken a 

strong hold in Christmas tradition. A lot of what has created 

the modern version of Christmas has deeper roots in winter 

solstice pageantry than what many people realize. 

 Among the Pagan traditions that have become part 

of Christmas is burning the yule log. This custom springs 

from many different cultures, but in all of them, its signifi-

cance seems to lie in the iul or "wheel" of the year. The Dru-

ids would bless a log and keep it burning for 12 days during 

the winter solstice; part of the log was kept for the following 

year when it would be used to light the new yule log. For the 

Vikings, the yule log was an integral part of their celebration 

of the solstice, the julfest; on the log, they would carve runes 

representing unwanted traits (such as ill fortune or poor hon-

or) that they wanted the gods to take from them. 

 Wassail, which comes from the Old English words 

waes hael, meaning “be well” or “good health” became a 

commodity for the winter traditions. A strong, hot drink 

(usually a mixture of honey, ale, and spices), it would be put 

in a large bowl, and the host would lift it and greet his com-

panions with “waes hael,” to which they would reply “drinc 

hael” which meant “drink and be well.” Over the centuries, 

many non-alcoholic versions of wassail have evolved, but the 

warmth and heartiness behind it remains. 

 Other customs developed because of the Christian 

belief. For example, mince pies (so called because they con-

tained shredded or minced meat) were baked in oblong cas-

ings to represent Jesus’ crib, and it was important to add 

three spices—cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg—for the three 

gifts given to the Christ child by the Magi. The pies were not 

very large, and it was thought lucky to eat one mince pie on 

each of the twelve days of Christmas, ending with Epiphany, 

the 6th of January. 

 In a time when grocery stores and refrigeration could 

never be imagined, the ever-present threat of hunger was tri-

umphantly overcome with a feast during the winter holidays. 

In addition to the significant pies, all manner of food would 

be served at Christmas. The most popular main course was 

the goose, but many other meats were also served. Turkey 

was first brought to Europe from the Americas around 1520. 

Its earliest known consumption in England is 1541. Because 

it was inexpensive and quick to fatten, it rose in popularity as 

a Christmas feast food. 

 Humble, or ‘umble, pie was made from the humbles 

of a deer—the heart, liver, brains, and so forth. While the 

lords and ladies ate the choice cuts, the servants baked the 

humbles into a pie, which of course made them go further as 

a source of food. This appears to be the origin of the phrase 

“to eat humble pie.” 

 The Christmas pudding of Victorian and modern 

times evolved from the medieval dish of frumency—a spicy, 

wheat-based dessert. Many other desserts were made as wel-

come treats for children and adults alike. Fruit compote, for 

example, began as a means of salvaging fruits that were going 

or had gone too soft for consumption by sweetening it with 

honey and sugar. 

 Christmas Trees and Plants—The tree was an im-

portant symbol to every Pagan culture. The oak, in particular, 

was venerated by the druids. Evergreens, which in ancient 

Rome were thought to have special powers and were used for 

decoration, symbolized promised return of life in the Spring 

and came to symbolize eternal life for Christians. The Vikings 

hung fir and and ash trees with war trophies for good luck.  

 In the middle ages, the church would decorate trees 

with apples on Christmas Eve, which they called Adam and 

Eve Day. However, the trees remained outdoors. In 16th 

century Germany, it was the custom for a fir tree decorated 

with paper flowers to be carried through the streets on 

Christmas Eve through the town square, where, after a great 

feast and celebration that included dancing around the tree, it 

would be ceremonially burned. 

 Holly, ivy, and mistletoe were all important plants to 

the druids. It was believed that the good spirits lived in the 

branches of holly. Ivy was associated with the Roman god 

Bacchus and was not allowed by the church as decoration 

until later in the middle ages when a superstition that it could 

help recognize witches and protect against plague arose.  

 Christmas may owe its popularity in medieval times 

to liturgical dramas and mysteries presented in the church. 

Plays that involved bible stories twisted from the tales of oth-

er cultures’ gods were popularly accepted, as it flavored the 

more mundane stories of the saints of the Christian faith. 

Carols, though very popular in the middle ages, were at first 

frowned on by the church. However, as with most popular 

entertainment, they eventually evolved into a suitable format. 

The Twelve Days of Christmas may have been a game set to 

music. One person would sing a stanza, and another would 

add his own line to the song, repeating the first person’s 

verse. Pantomimes and mumming were another form of pop-

ular Christmas entertainment, particularly in England. The 

casual plays without words usually involved dressing up as a 

member of the opposite gender and acting out popular or 

comic stories. Involvement of makeup was a necessity to por-

tray sorrow or joy. This pleasure went outside of the church 

to the stage swiftly, turned from the trials of saints into the 

heroic adventures of the common man.  



NOTES AND CHALLENGES 
CONGRATULATIONS TO: 

We would like to extend our congratulations 

to the following—  

Lord Walter Longstride was called before the 

king and queen at court during War of the 

Rams for his and Lady Emma’s excellent work 

in re-establishing the Shire of Graywood, and 

to receive the Sable Comet.  

Our new Lord Fearghus and Lady Rose Haw-

thorne received their Award of Arms—Vivat! 

Lord Kilian MacRaith was recognized for his 

victory in the Tournament of Children during 

War of the Rams and received a Sable Talon 

at Three Centurions.  

 

Don’t forget that our Yule Festival will be 

held on January 6th, 2018. There will be a 

newcomer’s fight and the chivalric tourna-

ment. There will be a potluck dinner that 

evening at 6:00.  

Dear Edun,  

 There is a monastery nearby with twenty to thirty 

monks. They are all different ages and sizes, and chant during 

morning hours. In the evening times, they say their prayers.  

Sometimes they drink, but they are good neighbors, all in all. 

However, there are times I catch the younger ones eyeing my two 

daughters, who are nineteen and eighteen, and have been en-

gaged to merchants already. My husband tells me I should wed 

them off immediately before the monks sneak off with my 

daughters, but they are men of the cloth. Surely they wouldn’t do 

such a thing, would they? 

-Concerned Lady of the Hill  

Dear Concerned Lady of the Hill , 

 Yes, you should certainly worry. Not all monks are reli-

gious individuals. In fact, poor men will often choose monastery 

life over starving. Lord fathers, such as yourself, with too many 

sons will choose to place their younger sons in a monastery so the 

elder son(s) won’t have to fight for a title. Sometimes the sons will 

choose that life on their own, because their fathers don’t have a 

means to take care of them, or they are threatened with death so 

the father doesn’t have to split the inheritance too much.  Many 

monks have a reputation of drinking and perversion for a reason. 

They may be men of the cloth, but it doesn’t mean they chose the 

life of chastity, poverty, and obedience.  It was chosen for them. 

There are many tales of monks who run away with nuns or even 

the rich daughters of nearby lords. Be very concerned. 

“DEAR EDUN” ADVICE COLUMN  



December 7th—  
POPULACE MEETING @  

7:00 P.M. at THE COTTON 

PATCH CAFÉ in  

LUFKIN, TX 

December 8th-10th— 

FOREST MAIDEN with 

Gleann Abhann @ North To-

ledo Bend State Park  

December 14th— 

DO SOMETHING NIGHT @ 

6:00 P.M. at AMARIS’ HOME 

in BURKE, TX 

(We must leave by 9:00 P.M.) 

December 17th— 

FIGHTER PRACTICE @  

2:00 P.M. at Pecan Park 

in NACOGDOCHES, TX 

December 21st— 

BARDIC NIGHT @  

6:3o P.M. at To Be Decided 

in LUFKIN, TX 

December 28th— 

To Be Decided: 

DO SOMETHING NIGHT @  

6:00 PM at AMARIS’ HOME 

in BURKE, TX 

January 6th— 

Yule Revel @ AMARIS’ 

HOME in BURKE, TX 

Have an article, a picture, a story, or 

an idea you’d like to see published?  

Contact us at  

graywindnewsletter@gmail.com 

or on facebook—  

The Shire of Graywood. 

Be sure to also visit our website at:  
 

www.graywoodshire.wix.com/
graywood 

MONTHLY CALENDAR ANSTEORRAN CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

DECEMBER 2017 
1-3 Yule Revel in Dragonsfire Tor  
 (Stephenville, TX) 

1-3 Rosenfeld Champions and 
 Three Centurions: Rivalry of  
 the Regions in Rosenfeld  
 (Tyler, TX) 

1-3 Stargate Yule in Stargate  
 (Houston, TX) 

2 Yule Celebration in  
 Wiesenfeuer  
 (Oklahoma City, OK) 

8-10 Tournament of Champions 
 Dragonsfire Tor  
 (Stephenville, TX) 

JANUARY 2018 
5-7 Steppes Twelfth Night in  
 Steppes  (Dallas, TX) 

12-14 Crown Tournament in Namron 
 (Norman, OK) 

20 Winter Round Table 
 Steppes (Dallas, TX) 

27 Winterkingdom 
 (Kellyville, OK) 

27 Sable Soldier in 
 Kynes Creke 
 (Terrell, TX) 

FEBRUARY 2018 
2-4 Candlemas in Bryn Gwlad 
 (Austin, Tx) 

9-11 Kingdom A&S - TBD 

16-18 War College in  Raven’s Fort 
 (Huntsville, TX) 

MARCH 2018 
10-18 Gulf Wars—Out of Kingdom 

30-1 Commanders Crucible—TBD 

30-1 Eldern Baronial—TBD 

 

APRIL 2018 
6-8 Elfsea Defender in Elfsea  
 (Fort Worth, TX) 

13-15 Coronation—TBD 

20-22 Stargate Baronial in Stargate  
 (Houston, TX) 

20-22 Wisenfeuer Baronial 
 (Oklahoma City, OK) 

27-29 Defender of the Flame 
 Glaslyn (Denton, TX) 

MAY 2018 
4-6 Loch Baronial Event 
 Loch Soillier (Clear Lake, TX) 

4-6 Namron Beltane in Namron 
 (Norman, OK) 

11-13 Queen’s Champion—TBD 

18-20 Castellan— TBD 

18-20 Guardian of the Tor 
 Dragonsfire Tor 
 (Stephenville, TX) 

25-27 Steppes Warlord in 
 Steppes (Dallas, TX) 

JUNE 2018 
1-3 Myrgenfeld Collegium 
 Myrgenfeld (Guthrie, OK) 

8-10 King’s College—TBD 

8-10 Known World Heralds and 
 Scribal Symposium  
 (OUT OF KINGDOM) 

23 Bonwicke Artisans in 
 Bonwicke (Lubbock, TX) 

JULY 2018 
7 Steppes Artisan in 
 Steppes (Dallas, TX) 

13-15 Crown Tournament—TBD 

21 Summer Roundtable—TBD 
 


